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About This Content

Customize your Epic Snail with the Snowblaster Kit!
This kit includes the following items:

* The Snowblaster Weapon (Cannon Class)
* Winter Blue Snail and Shell Skin

* Winter Camouflage Helmet
* Orange Ski Mask with White Balaclava

* Radio Headphones
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This game definitely needs work. The sound effects and audio production are pretty sad. While some people say there is music,
that's really not the case. In the game, there's nothing except silence.

F- would never reccomend to anyone.. This was possibly the worst game I have ever played in my meaningless existence; and
I've played a lot of games. A lot of really bad games. So many, in fact, that one might say I am a masochist. And yet this remains
the most horrid, putrid, wretched game I have ever had the misfortune of playing. I hate Bohemia for making it, I hate myself
for buying it. 1.75\/10. A cute little adventure game, 15 minutes of gameplay, easy 100% achievement completion.. I got sucked
into it for 15 minutes after I bought it then forgot about it! The music is great!. Have played all of the BF Series so far on
consoles now playing on the PC This one I still enjoy the most.. Nice good game :)oldschol. Fun good solid game. Very polished
and paced well. Kinda short but has some replay value too. Good arcade fun.. If you ever read or hear someone saying this game
is relaxing, cut them from your life, they are not your frends. This game is amazing in so many ways, its fun, exruciatingly hard,
rage inducing and will make you want to smash your controller so hard into your wall that you have to go ask your neighbour to
get it back. Im so angry right now, but i know ill be back to finish it once my blood preassure is more stable. Grab the game, its
worth the money. If i had to compare it to a different game, i would say Dark Souls. Brb, gotta get my controller back.. Its very
fun. I had this on the 3ds and I felt like it was better portable but ok its good either way
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A point-and-click adventure game with horror elements that sends you to an insane asylum to find out what is wrong with your
family.

The Good:

A HOG that doesn't have bad or meh voice acting, but good voice acting.

The game is long, especially for a HOG. Apparently the devs decided to merge content that was originally going
to be extra (and there's more to come!)

Horror elements.

The story doesn't seem like an afterthought or that it's there just for the sake of being there.

The Neutral:

If you are a completionist, there are a couple of achievements that require you to complete Part 1. However, if
you play Part 2 and skip Part 1, you're cheating yourself. Both games are worth the money.

Initially the game had several issues, but the devs fixed them and I was able to get 100% completion in the
game.

Unlike Part 1, there aren't any hidden object scenes in the game. Personally, I don't feel this is to the game's
detriment.

The Bad:

I encountered an issue where I could no longer access my inventory or interact with scenes. Restarting the game
did fix this, so nothing gamebreaking and it only happened once.

There are a couple of scenes that could use more sound effects.

Pro Tips:

The devs actually listen and fix issues in the game, so share issues on the forums.

The game has a good community that is willing to help out if you're stuck or have some sort of issue.

After completing the game, it's obvious why it took the devs a while to finish this entry in the series. Part 2 was a
greater effort compared to Part 1 (which is already a well-made game). This series definitely stands out, and I look
forward to additional content and Part 3.. This is a mystery puzzle game set in a quaint English village with cartoony
characters and a murder mystery plot. Solve a variety of simple maze, word and logic puzzles to progress through the story.

This seems to be aimed at supercasual non-gamers who like puzzles and yet also somehow have a Steam account. Maybe they
thought people would like to take a quick change of pace between rounds of CS:GO? The puzzles might be interesting but
they're spaced several minutes apart, with mindbreakingly bad, unskippable cutscenes between them. Combine this with a
generally tablet-like feel, limited control options and a confused identity, I can't really recommend this. Too much mediocre, not
enough puzzle.. I can't tell the difference between what's a secret path and what's a legitimate map glitch. The music, which is
already pretty bland, has managed to not trigger during scene transitions three times now. And I managed to nod off during a
pointlessly labyrinthine dungeon looking for grapes.
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I guess as an RPG, it does what it says on the tin, but it's a very (and that very has 20 syllables in it) paint by numbers one.
There's not a lot of charm to be had in the time I've spent with it. And it's so hilariously boring. If you've ever played an RPG
that tasked a simple youngster with an epic quest, you've already played a better version of this.

And for god's sakes, there's already four sequels. So I'm not expecting any sort of satisfying conclusion to this game.. I had
bought this game long before it was on steam and it is WONDERFUL to play. Do not mind any of the negative reviews becuase
this game is quite its early stages so if they are glitches report them to the devolper and they will fix it :).
This game is a bit short but hey its early access! I totally recommend this game if your not the kind of person that really hates
games with glitches. if you dont mind mind glitches then buy it :D. good game i love and minnie kent
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